University Greets 1,600 Prospective Students at Open House

Founders’ Day Ceremony 2008

DIANA CAPPELLUTI
STAFF-WRITER

On Wednesday, October 8, 2008, Monmouth University held a convocation ceremony awarding three honorary degree recipients during the Founder’s Day celebration, the schools 75-year-anniversary.

During the convocation ceremony, Dr. Nancy Snyderman, opening remarks, Alfred J. Schiavetti, spoke about the history of Monmouth and the extremely welcoming environment, and the crowd in front of Wilson Hall. After a welcome speech, the Monmouth University Chorus and Music Ensemble then performed their rendition of “America the Beautiful” under the direction of David Tripodi, an Associate Professor of the Music and Theater Arts department. President of Monmouth University, Paul Gaffney II, lead the ceremony, which he said was dedicated to reflecting on Monmouth’s 75 years of excellence in education.

Following President Gaffeny’s opening remarks, Alfred J. Schiavetti spoke about the history of the University.

Schiavetti was followed by Jeff Cook, the President of the Student Government Association. The first recipient, Tim McLoone, was awarded the Maurice Pollack Award for Distinction.

Ceremony continued on pg. 4

Rock the Vote in Pollak

CHRISTINE MURRAY
MANAGING EDITOR

Pollak Theatre held MTV’s Rock the Vote hosted by Shane Landrum and Rachel Robinson from season 11 of Road Rules, Campus Crew last Wednesday, October 8.

The event was brought to campus by the Student Activities Board who researched and found Rock the Vote with MTV.

Robinson and Rachel Robinson outlined the key issues for each candidate and discussed what their party’s beliefs were. “The Democrats idealize prosperity, sustaining economic growth, progress, and paying attention to that which can’t be measured in economic terms. Democrats want peace, not only lack of war, and taxation used to redistribute wealth for economic stimulation,” Robinson said.

“Republicans, on the other hand, focus more on winning the war on terror, ushering in the ownership era where more people own companies, building an innovative economic system strengthening communities, and protecting their families,” Landrum added.

Robinson described the audience as “McCainiacs,” the largest amount of McCain supporters she has seen throughout her travels among different campuses. The lecture quickly became a heated discussion amongst the audience when Landrum and Rock continued on pg. 4
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Dear Colleagues and Students:

The global economic situation is in turmoil. You do not need me to tell you that. We are all focused on the topsy-turvy stock market and what Washington is doing to bring back some confidence. National leaders in other countries are also addressing their own financial challenges in this global economic environment.

This University must be prepared to endure through this economic climate and carry on, in what today can only be characterized as, an uncertain near-term future.

In the first few days of October, I directed that we stop new hiring, unless an offer had been made or a vacancy would jeopardize safety or academic accreditation. Further, I directed our vice presidents to scale back spending: buy only what we absolutely need, pay bills and honor contracts for capital projects in the most affordable full-spectrum independent colleges in our region. These are not easy times for anyone or any organization.

When the economy settles down and finds its way, we will review these spending restrictions. Thank you for your understanding and continued strong performance in service of our students.

Sincerely,
Paul G. Gaffney II
President

MU President

It is in the long-term interest of the University and each of us individually to work together to significantly reduce costs without negatively impacting the educational and developmental experience we provide to our students.

PAUL G. GAFFNEY II
President

Hofstra Prepared for Final Debate

After investing $3.5 million in construction and planning, Hofstra University found out there was something missing from its preparations for this week’s third and final presidential debate.

Water glasses.

“We actually had to give the campaigns the exact water glass the candidates will be using during the debate,” said Hofstra President Stuart Rabinowitz. “So they know the hell of it, I guess.”

From the massive to the mundane, Hofstra has spent the last year getting ready for its close-up, re-tooling its David S. Mack Sports and Exhibition Complex into the venue for a debate that will be watched by millions on television worldwide.

“There are people cleaning and painting everywhere,” said freshman in residence 17, of South Brunswick, NJ.

“And there’s so much security. But it’s not that inconvenient - I mean, it’s not like this happens every day.”

Construction crews have laid tens of thousands of feet of cable and carpet, and installed thousands of phone lines and hundreds of flat-screen televisions. A television stand-up platform was built outside the Mack sports complexes, where the debate will be held.

Inside the arena, the university has kept tuition growth under control. That has made us one of the most affordable full-spectrum independent colleges in our region.

These are not easy times for anyone or any organization. When the economy settles down and finds its way, we will review these spending restrictions. Thank you for your understanding and continued strong performance in service of our students.

Sincerely,

Paul G. Gaffney II
President
MUPD Crime Blotter

The Monmouth University Police Department is an armed, fully commissioned police force operating 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The department consists of 20 full-time officers and detectives, as well as safety officers, dispatchers, and traffic attendants. University police officers patrol the campus and off-campus residential facilities in marked patrol units, on bicycles, and on foot.

One of the highest priorities of the Police Department is to provide a safe and secure campus, conducive to the learning environment. In keeping with this theme, all officers routinely attend training in current law enforcement concerns, first aid, and diversity training.

The Police Department offers an on-campus security escort service that is available 24 hours a day to all members of the University community. This service may be provided by a police officer or safety officer on foot, by golf cart or by police vehicle.

All members of the campus community are encouraged to take advantage of this service.

Monmouth University Police Department

Crimes By Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Crime Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9/29-9/30/2008</td>
<td>2100-2300 Hrs</td>
<td>Willow Hall-Outside</td>
<td>Theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/29-9/30/2008</td>
<td>1800-1830</td>
<td>Lot #1</td>
<td>Criminal Mischief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/1/2008</td>
<td>0000-0030</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Criminal Mischief/Press of Alcohol/Student Misc Felony/Conduct/Study Misconduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/1/2008</td>
<td>0045-0140</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/30/2008</td>
<td>1500-1530 Hrs</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/7/2008</td>
<td>0700-1130</td>
<td>Pinewood Hall-Outside</td>
<td>Theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2/2008</td>
<td>0225 Hrs</td>
<td>Laurel Hall</td>
<td>Possession/Consumption of Alcohol Underage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/5/2008</td>
<td>0202 Hrs</td>
<td>Pinewood Hall</td>
<td>Criminal Mischief/Blas Incident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/5/2008</td>
<td>0105-0430 Hrs</td>
<td>Bruce Hall</td>
<td>Criminal Mischief</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Did you know that you have to apply to GRADUATE?

If you think you will finish your degree at the end of this semester you must apply to graduate!

PLEASE TAKE NOTE OF THESE IMPORTANT DATES FOR THE JANUARY 15th, 2009 GRADUATION:

- December 15, 2008: Deadline to submit Graduation Applications through e-FORM's
- January 1, 2009: Deadline to submit Substitutions, or Waivers through e-FORM’s

Please note: Applications, Substitutions, or Waivers received after the deadline dates will not be processed.

Monmouth University
Your Name Here
Your Degree Here

ATTENTION SENIORS & GRADUATE STUDENTS

Dr. Robin Mama Named Dean at New School of Social Work

PRESS RELEASE

Monmouth University is pleased to announce the Board of Trustees approved the formation of the School of Social Work and the appointment of Dr. Robin Mama as Dean, effective July 1, 2009.

Dr. Mama received the strong recommendation of the Social Work Dean Search Committee which did its work in anticipa-
tion of Board approval of the new School. In her role as Dean she will lead all programs, personnel, and operations in Social Work to even higher levels of national recognition.

Dr. Mama brings very impressive credentials as a teacher-scholar and national and campus leader to her task. She has received the Distinguished Teaching Award and the Judith Stanley Fellowship from Monmouth University in recognition of her outstanding teaching and her commitment to infusing human rights into the Social Work curriculum. She is a published scholar in the areas of Social Work field practice, Social Work education in historical and global development, and she serves as Associate Editor for North America for the International Journal of Social Work Education. Dr. Mama is a national leader in Social Work as illustrated by her service as past Chair of the Council on External Relations for the Council of Social Work Education; the Master of Social Work Education and as representative of the International Federation of Social Workers to the United Nations. On campus her leadership role includes her service as past Chair of the Faculty Council and as Chair of the Department of Social Work from 2004-2008, where she has led the faculty in establishing new international af-
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Abortion, the environment, same sex marriage, health care, immigration, relations in Iraq, gun control, and social security are important issues that don’t get addressed as much as I’d like.

SARAH GOUEVA
Sophomore

Cain do not touch on as much in their debates.

Sarah Goueva, a sophomore and attendee of the event, said “We need to bring to light the environment, the same sex marriage, health care, immigration, relations in Iraq, gun control, and social security are important issues that don’t get addressed as much as I’d like.”

Audience members compared and contrasted views about each subject. “It’s more interesting to hear other people’s opinions and it gives me a new perspective with this open discussion—it’s good to get everyone’s views out there.”

Robinson agreed, “My favorite part of the night would have to have been the interaction and the debates that took place not only between Rachel and Shane but with the audience as well.”

Landrum and Robinson continued their program by recalling the history of voting and stressing its importance.

In a power point presentation of statistics acquired from the U.S. Census Bureau, in 1992, 52% of women aged 18-24 and only 44% of men in the same age bracket voted. Landrum and Robinson questioned why there were more women voters. Audience members felt women wanted change since they recently got the right to vote and that they were paying more attention and becoming more educated because it gave women a new power.

Young adults are another group that is slowly increasing in voting numbers. In 2004, 48% of college students registered to vote but only 47% actually voted. Landrum said that if one of the main reasons young people don’t vote is because they are not prepared and uninformed, they should be educated in the classroom, nursing homes, soup kitchens, and shelters for the homeless.

In his free time he serves the public of Long Branch, Woodbridge, and Asbury Park with his established McLoone’s Rum Runner chain restaurants.

“It’s my annual avalanche of good will...It’s all my dad’s doing, really,” said Todd McLoone.

David J. Ennis was the recipient of the 2008 Distinguished Alumni Award. The university recognized him for over 30 years of dedication to utilizing business skills to promote land conservation. He preserved over 80,000 acres of New Jersey Pine Barrens by developing real estate funding and tax settlement programs.

Ennis is also one of the founders and president of Holiday Express, a volunteer, non-profit organization, which serves the less fortunate during the holiday season. McLoone’s Holiday Express has over 600 volunteers, including 80 that branch off of the Global Understanding Project held in the spring.

The Institute was created to get students to participate in global and other domestic issues, and to educate students on their importance. It is sponsored by the Institute for Global Understanding of Monmouth University.

The Institute was created to get students to participate in global and other domestic issues, and to educate students on their importance. It is sponsored by the Institute for Global Understanding of Monmouth University.

Dr. Rekha Datta, IGU Director, introduced global research and scholarship opportunities, get students to participate in global and local community service and get the community outside of MU involved with global understanding.

“The students are so creative and have tremendous potential, Institute of Global Understanding would love to work with any student or student group in raising awareness about global issues, cultural diversity, and other related matters. We are very happy with the way this event turned out and would like to do it again to bring in even more students to vote for us future events. We would love it if students came to us with ideas for future events, and if we can help in making them happen. Interested students and club can e-mail me simple and timeless thoughts, the one that I came away with is that he reminded us to be the change that we want to see in the world—what an inspirational call to public service.”
October 15, 2008

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ROCK OUT ‘08
IN HONOR OF CHRISTOPHER COSGROVE
ALL PROCEEDS GOING TO MARINES HELPING MARINES AND LEGACY OF A HERO

10/18/08
BLAST ROCK MIDTOWN

Bryce Larson of Stealing Jane
Keni Thomas
The Christine Martucci Band
Quincy Mumford

$15
ALL AGES
(UNDER 16 MUST BE WITH A PARENT)

5PM
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Tradition and Legacy

By Frank Gogol

Editor-in-Chief

October 15, 2008

Did you know... your cartoon or picture can be here next week! It can be about anything but should be related to the Monmouth community, student life, or something going on in the news that week. E-mail submissions to outlook@monmouth.edu and it could be printed here next week.

FRANK GOGOL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Last Wednesday I had the pleasure of attending the Convocation luncheon and ceremony to commemorate the University’s 75th anniversary. It really got me thinking about how long seventy-five and about how much can happen in that amount of time.

I’ll admit that prior to the ceremony I did not know much about the school’s history. After hearing the story about how it grew into the renowned university we attend I began to draw parallels to the “American Dream” of starting something great.

I also surprised to learn that some of the school’s early history is lost to us. We may never know the exact details about how Monmouth Junior College (as it was known as in 1933), but to me that seemed an appropriate part to such a long and rich history. Sometimes we don’t know the whole story and that’s what makes us appreciate what we do know of it.

I took away from that day a great sense of tradition and pride for this school. Something that has always bothered me is when I hear people trash-talking this school as if it wasn’t good enough. Until this point I only bothered me because I couldn’t understand why a person would come here if they did not like it. Now that I know more about the school’s rich history, it more than bothers me. It is disrespectful to anyone who has helped to build this University into the fine institution we attend.

What these people have built and left for us is a legacy. It’s our job to continue the tradition of making this school better than it was before.

Over the last couple of weeks I’ve written about change and getting involved and I think this idea of creating a legacy really ties all of that together.

The things we do as members of the Monmouth University community today will impact the way things are for the next members. If we don’t do what we can and set an example of what we’re looking for here, we won’t get the same recognition in the future.

The cliché goes something like “if you don’t know where you come from, you can’t know where you are going.” So now that we know where we came from, where are we going?”

Interested in writing, editing, photography or layout & design? Join The Outlook! General meetings are Mondays at 8 p.m. in the Plangere Center Room 260.

Did you know... your cartoon or picture can be here next week! It can be about anything but should be related to the Monmouth community, student life, or something going on in the news that week. E-mail submissions to outlook@monmouth.edu and it could be printed here next week.

DISCLAIMER: All articles appearing in the Op/Ed section of The Outlook are solely the opinions of the authors and do not reflect the views of The Outlook’s editors (unless otherwise noted) or any and all advertisers. Opinion articles are run unedited and the content is the sole responsibility of their authors. All students and faculty are welcome to respond to any opinion piece that appears on these pages, and everyone is encouraged to submit an article for consideration. The Outlook reserves the right to withhold any articles deemed inappropriate or otherwise unfit to print in the Op/Ed section. Due to legailities, The Outlook will no longer print anonymous articles.
I usually like to avoid writing what may appear to be overly partisan pieces (because I like to consider myself more moderate), but there are some serious injustices going on in this year’s presidential-race season. The false beliefs being thrown around are just atrocious. To make it interesting, I will defend only the Republican ticket in this article.

First, the number one issue in this election is the financial meltdown (and consequently the economy). In a CNN poll 50% of Americans chose jobs as their top concern. People are scared of a credit crunch, which is already underway. High oil prices (which have largely subsided) are still at the backs of many Americans. I n the CNN but being one is not crucial to subsided) are still at the backs of (and consequently the economy).

Also consider this quote from the NY Times article “Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac” in 1999, “Fannie Mae, the nation’s biggest underwriter of low-income mortgages and moderate income people and felt that an underwriting policy to maintain its phenomenal growth in profits.” People like to claim that the housing policy and the economic policies “have led to this crisis. Try again. A Democratic administration would have been doing this whole mess. John McCain to find out what he was listening, including Senator Obama.

I note on taxes before I move on: If you raise taxes on businesses during the financial crisis, it is no worse than where you are at this time. That one likes taxes, but they are necessary to sustain employment, about 50% of which are lost due to the financial crisis. This is a fact that I have considered that. On one taxes, I have been personally affected. I understand that the issue of fair treatment, I am a judgment, is superior. I know, I understand that the issue of his political judgment is superior. I need to confirm people, unlike Facebook. Anyone can be looked up, anything about you, unlike MySpace. Facebook is becoming more like MySpace though. People can become stalkers easily, in today’s day and age, with the use of the internet. We are living in a world today. We need to stop raising taxes on business owners, and not buy into the MySpace, Facebook is becoming more like a friend finder universe.

The fact of the matter is that the primary undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact is that the primary undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact that the undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact that the undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact that the undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact that the undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact that the undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact that the undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact that the undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact that the undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs. The fact that the undecided voter in the presidential campaign is going to be the Jobs.
HOMECOMING 2008
COURT NOMINEES

Lord
Joey Contreras  Kyle Carty  Mark Cosentino  Will Ryan

Duke
Andy Stern  Anthony Chiappetta  Greg Morga  Kevin Sanders  Anthony Viola  Paul Cordasco

Prince
Joe Segreto  Joe Racaniello  Brian Brzozowski

Rob Sylvestro  Mike Oppelt  Andrew Beuschel  Kristopher Redzinak

CHECK YOUR MU EMAIL FOR THE LINK TO VOTE
MONDAY, OCT. 20TH @ NOON - WEDNESDAY, OCT. 22ND @ NOON
HOMECOMING 2008
COURT NOMINEES

King

Jeff Cook
Mike Slisz
Angel Macias
Roman Soybelman
Matthew Monkan
Pete Mulroy
John Guyer
Ruben Woolcott

Queen

Amanda Klaus
Meghan Shaw
Chrissy Murray
Jenine Clancy
Danielle Atieh
Amanda Vitale
Kimberli Gerechoff
Erin Gallagher
Andrea Grafton
Adrienne Hansen
Ashley Chandler
JoAnn Thomas
HOMECOMING 2008
Celebrating 75 Years

Monday, October 20 to Saturday, October 25, 2008

HOMECOMING COURT ELECTIONS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 20 (12PM) WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22 (12PM)
VOTE ON ONLINE! COMPUTERS AVAILABLE IN THE STUDENT CENTER/DINING HALL

JERSEY DAY
MONDAY, OCTOBER 20
WEAR YOUR FAVORITE TEAM’S JERSEY

ORGANIZATION DAY
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21
WEAR YOUR TEAM, CLUB, CLASS OR MU AFFILIATION SHIRT

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MONMOUTH!!!
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22 @ the STUDENT CENTER
MAKE YOUR OWN CAKE IN THE RSSC FOR FREE - SPONSORED BY SGA & SAB

SPIRIT DAY
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23
WEAR BLUE AND WHITE OR MU GEAR

PEP RALLY – Blue and White Game with Men’s Basketball
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24 in BOYLAN GYM @ 4 pm
MEET THE TEAM, THE HOMECOMING COURT & ENTER TO WIN
FREE PRIZES and FREE SEMESTER OF BOOKS! Blue and White game to follow the Pep Rally @ 5:15 pm!

HOMECOMING PARADE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25 @ 11:45 AM
COME OUT AND SEE ALL THE CLUBS/ ORGANIZATION’S MONMOUTH FLOATS AND THE HOMECOMING COURT

HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME
MONMOUTH HAWKS vs CENTRAL CONNECTICUT
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25 @ 1PM @ KESSLER FIELD
HOMECOMING KING AND QUEEN AS WELL AS THE WINNERS OF PEP RALLY GIVEAWAY ANNOUNCED AT HALFTIME

For more information please contact the Student Government Association by calling 732-571-3484 or emailing: sga@monmouth.edu
For those interested in writing for the Political News page of The Outlook, please contact Daniel Wisniewski, President of The Political Science Club to get started. You can contact him at daniel.j.wisniewski@monmouth.edu. All topics and viewpoints are welcome.
On November 4, the 44 President of the United States will be decided and with the help of the political science faculty at Monmouth University students will be at campaign headquarters to witness the results.

The bus is organized by the political science club, but passengers on the bus are not required to be club members. Dr. Patten the faculty advisor of the political science club explains how to be a passenger on election night, saying, “Students can just come see me or come to the political science club meeting which are held on Tuesday afternoons at 3:45 in Bey Hall.”

The bus will depart at 7:00 p.m. and return around 1:00 a.m. and is free to all students who sign up. Once the bus departs students will travel to local campaign headquarters for both parties. Based on the national polls, the bus will try to reach the losing camp first, and then go to the winning headquarters to experience the celebration. “The idea is to go from the funeral to the wedding,” described Dr. Patten with a grin.

The bus also does not discriminate based on party lines. Dr. Patten summed it up, saying, “Both parties go on the same bus because they have the common ground of love of country. In the end, parties have to work together in our democratic government to accomplish anything. The united bus reinforces that ideal.”

DR. JOSEPH PATTE
Faculty Advisor of the Political Science Club

“The bus is a great tool to experience the excitement of election night. He holds firm beliefs that this campaign will shape his future saying, “The most important issue to me is that this election is the economy. Considering that I will be in the process of finding employment after I graduate in 2010, the inability of millions of Americans losing their jobs due to this economic crisis is not satisfying. That is why the anticipation of the bus ride and election night has me so excited.”

This year young voters are projected to have a record impact. Dr. Patten said, “The voting trend is that youth voting is up. This started in 2004 when youth voting was up nine percentage points. 2008 will set record numbers. The young people are more interested then ever before. They will play their biggest role in U.S. history. In this year’s election we have a huge role in this presidential election. Senator Barack Obama has rallied and registered thousands of young people in the primaries and in the general election. Also, because this November will be a historic win for either the Democrat, or Republican Party, I want to be a part of that history.”

Barry believes the bus is a great idea and I am looking forward to seeing what goes on at campaign headquarters on election night. It is one of those things I do not expect to be able to experience later in life, so why not take advantage of the opportunity?”

Dante Barry, member of the political science club, shares his excitement saying, “The youth of America will have a huge role in this presidential election. Senator Barack Obama has rallied and registered thousands of young people in the primaries and in the general election. Also, because this November will be a historic win for either the Democratic, or Republican Party, I want to be a part of that history.”

This is not the first time the political bus has rallied students on campus. Last year Dr. Patten took 35 students to the primaries in New Hampshire. Dr. Patten advised his first presidential trip while he was a professor in Iowa in 2008. This was the night of the famous confusion over the vote tabulation in Florida. That night he described, “Students witnessed two funerals because we went to each headquarters when they were told that they lost the election.”

The bus is used as a finale for the events leading up to the election. The events include debate watches in Wilson Auditorium and the Rebecca Stafford Student Center for every presidential debate.

Boylan gym will also host the Political Olympics where teams of 4-6 will compete in events such as hoops, soccer kick, and political trivia. The Political Olympics will be held on Halloween morning at 10:00 a.m. and prizes will be awarded for the winners.

At the end of the events, a tug of war will be held between Democratic and Republican supporters. According to Dr. Patten, the winning tug of war team has won the election in every year of the Olympics. A smiling Dr. Patten described, “All the more reason for Obama and McCain supporters to get involved in the political bus. They can tweak the results of the election.”

The Political Bus Rolls

**Andrew Schettern, Associate Sports Editor**

10/4
10:00 am - 11:45 am
**Film Screening: Crossing Arizona**
Wilson Auditorium
Sponsored by the Provost’s Office

10/5
2:30 pm
**Truth about Hate & Bias**
Bey Hall, Young Auditorium

10/12
11:30 am to 1:00 pm
**Foreign Language Festival**
Wilson Auditorium

10/13
11:30 am to 12:30 pm
**Spanish Alborada Dance Theater**
Student Center, Anacona Hall

For any questions about these events, please contact the Office of Affirmative Action, Human Relations and Compliance at 732-263-5755
The presidential candidates’ views on affordability of college or university education is an issue that concerns millions of Americans. Election Day coming up on Nov. 4, particularly in this time of economic crisis, “I think it is imperative for the candidates to be focusing on higher education because it may become really difficult for students to obtain loans in order to receive higher education,” said Heather White, a senior majoring in Communication.

Presidential candidates, Senator John McCain and running mate Governor Sarah Palin of the Republican Party, and Senator Barack Obama and running mate Senator Joseph R. Biden Jr. of the Democratic Party, have shown concern about Higher Education Funding. In both candidates’ presidential websites, the candidates propose various scholarship programs, applications, and process for financial aid are complicated for students and their families. Furthermore, both Obama and McCain’s websites state that this procedure needs to be simplified.

“Youth candidates talk about the simplification of the aid process, beginning with the application process,” said到这里 anthony Ashley, a junior in Communication.

Both McCain and Palin seek to give students a hand,” said White. “I think they need to make it easier for that 95 percent of Americans who fall that midpoint and need to afford college, because it is next to impossible.”

Johnson following every step of the financial aid process McCain and Palin seek to give students a hand understanding eligibility for financial aid. However, no specific plan or suggestions have been mentioned on their website. Obama and Biden’s plan to simplify the process consists of eliminating the current federal financial aid application (FAFSA) and replacing it entirely by checking a box on their tax form to authorize their tax information to be used.

“In Rainbows,” as a digital download, load fast. Customers could then name their own price for the album, anywhere from nothing to 99.99¢ (they’re an English band). And according to a survey by comScore, the band averaged about 1.11¢ per album, more than they would have made per album while signed to a label.

This sort of move is exemplary of the sea change rocking the industry, which has the major labels shaking in their Prada suits. They are the ones who are ultimately going to take the hit. For decades they had been insistence on the pose of creating a band. They would sign some gaggles of young kids, give them a new image, send them to a fancy recording studio, and set them up in some nice hotels while they tour across the country. Of course first they would have them sign away their lives.

Andrew Katz, a Junior and part-time comedian, comments on the recent inroads in new bands, stating, “This new market will allow hipsters and other pseudo-cultured individuals to pretend to like even more bands that aren’t even good, but are rather an excuse to seek in realities.”

Whereas it used to be that a music executive would give them publishing rights, giving the rest to their label, times are beginning to change. The internet has given independent labels, who are more likely to nurture an artist rather than exploit them, a much better chance to grow. Artists the corporate giants aren’t real- ly digging this. Instead of adopt- ing to the changing tide, some are trying to sue it into submission. According to an article by Rick Karr on NPR.org, some record executives “want internet service music is being shared and copied online. So the music industry has clearly changed. The only question now is just how much it will change? For that answer, only time can tell.
The Story Behind a Local Legend

Students at Monmouth University have been talking about the local legend seen around some of Long Branch and Belmar's hot spots. No, it's not a celebrity, or a superstar. This legend has been seen around bars such as Jack's Rib and Ale and Stingers in Long Branch, as well as Bar Anticipation in Belmar. He is a favorite of the entire 21 year old and older Monmouth University crowd.

Standing at about five feet nine inches tall, half balding with crazy, out of control white hair and a thick white mustache, this character is known as Einstein. Einstein is infamous for being around every college bar night wearing his favorite slacks, a t-shirt, and his black suspenders.

Einstein, or more formally known as Steve, is habitually seen with a drink in hand dancing the night away mixed in with all of Monmouth University's finest. When asked, students were quick to tell stories about this Monmouth County legend.

Monmouth students do not really know any serious information about Steve. Maria Meresos, a Senior Psych major and the President of the senior class jokingly stated, “He's kind like a mystery.” Then the stories started pouring in. Monmouth students have been passing around stories about this Einstein imposter for years! Ryan Ranahan, a Marketing senior stated, “Yea, I see him all the time when I'm out. He just likes to go out and have a good time like the rest of us. I actually took a picture with him last time we were here.”

Einstein has touched the lives of people outside of Monmouth County as well. One of Ranahan’s friends from North Jersey named Elvis stated, “He is where all the chicks are at. Any good parties... he likes getting drunk.”

Aside from these stories about his personality, some students shared some rumors they have heard about Einstein. Some of the stories were ridiculous, such as, “Oh, Einstein... yeah I know him – I'd say more like Bozo mixed with Einstein. I heard his real profession is clown by day, bar hopper by night,” said Heather Engelken, a Senior History and Education major.

Former Monmouth University student Vinny Sapienza said, “My friends joke about him being an overprotective father watching his daughter out at bars to make sure she is ok. Every time we wanna get something Einstein is there watching our backs.”

Einstein is so popular around Monmouth University, he was mentioned on the Senior class of 2008 t-shirt saying, “You know you're a Monmouth Alum when... you know that Einstein may have made leaps and bounds in science... but he makes better bagels and you still see him hanging around the local Monmouth bars.” So all over Monmouth County, this local legend has been spotted getting his groove on and enjoying life. Maybe he just wants to relive his college days, maybe the rumors are true, or maybe he is just a great guy looking for a great time. Either way, he can be spotted every Tuesday and Thursday sporting the same black suspenders and crazy hair.

Flamenco Dancing

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15TH
11:30-12:30 PM
Anacon B

Win great door prizes!

A great way to enjoy lunch! You bring the food, we'll supply the mood!

Steve “Einstein” spotted at Bar Anticipation in Belmar. PHOTO COURTESY OF RYAN RANAHAN

Ranahan and “Einstein” at Bar Anticipation in Belmar. PHOTO COURTESY OF RYAN RANAHAN

CORI BUSCEMI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Bryce Avary began his career in music performing at local venues in Dallas-Fort Worth. By the age of 16, he was the most requested local act in the area and got to work releasing an EP. Today, Avary has developed a clothing line, gained the support of the pop-punk/indie-power-pop music community, and has begun a campaign for change (a popular man with a plan to change this world with the help of his back-up man). The Rocket Summer.

With it, Avary wishes, in his own words, to create relevant art through fashion, to inspire, to educate, and most importantly, be useful as a tool to encourage people to give to those in need.

The idea is to take at the very least, 20% of the proceeds garnered from clothing sales and donate it to the charity of the buyer's choice. Effectively, the revolutionary idea is not only indulge in the worlds of music, entertainment and fashion as they already do, but get them directly responsible for helping to improve situations all over.

However, for the Rocket Summer, has done a lot themselves to improve the situation of music, which is what the core of this article is all about. Be it songs that have stood the test of time with his fan base as "Brat Pack," off his first EP, to chilling renditions of such songs as Colin Hay's (You know, he sung that song "I Come From A Land Down Under?"") No? Maybe you know him as that guy that follows J.D. with a guitar on Scrubs, then?) "I Just Don't Think I'll Get Over You."

The Rocket Summer has a catalogue that will tug on every emotion with great detail and passion, from happy and joyous to inspired and hopeful to motivating and energetic, it's all covered. For a short range of all those emotions, check out MySpace. Com/TheRocketSummer and give it a listen. If you like what you hear and want to hear more, then you'll be happy to learn that once the band finishes their current headlining tour, they will head back into the studio to record their next full length.

In the meantime, let's all take a page out of Bryce's playbook and "Get off your feet and make it count."

Also, as a quick follow up to issue one, Fall Out Boy's upcoming album Folie a Deux, has been pushed back from its original Election Day release to an unknown date to be decided on by the label. The band promises to build upon the release, however, with more exclusives, songs and even small club shows for loyal fans. The reason for the push is to not draw attention away from one of the most important elections in this nation's history, giving you all the opportunity to follow the advice of this column and get hands-on with your future. More updates on the release will follow, which are sure to leave you the same way I hope you leave this column: floored.

---

**Top Downloads on iTunes This Week**

**Songs**

1. "Womanizer" Britney Spears
2. “Live Your Life” T.I. featuring Rihanna
3. “So What” Pink
4. “Let it Rock” Kevin Rudolf and Lil Wayne
5. “Hot N Cold” Katy Perry

**New Releases**

1. Dig Out Your Soul (Deluxe Edition) Oasis
2. Life Is Not A Waiting Room Senses Fail
3. Dig Out Your Soul Oasis
4. The Bootleg Series Vol. 8 Bob Dylan
5. Break Up The Concrete The Pretenders

---

**Albums**

1. Appeal to Reason Rise Against
2. Paper Trail T.I.
3. Dig Out Your Soul Oasis
4. Death Magnetic Metallica
5. OK Now Jon

---

**Movies**

1. 1. Iron Man
2. You Don’t Mess With the Zohan
3. Forgetting Sarah Marshall
4. The Happening

---

**TV Shows**

1. "I Dream of Jesus” Family Guy
2. “Formally Yours” Greek
3. "I Am Become Death" Heroes
4. "Love Blactually" Family Guy
5. “The He Is In The She” Bones
Best known for his hits from the early part of the decade, Nelly finally released a new album, Brass Knuckles. Selling over 30 million albums to date, it was about time for him to put his name back in the game after taking a hiatus to do a bit of acting, start multiple charities, and do work on his clothing line.

Nelly’s most recent release is the follow-up to his releasing of Sweat and Suit. Prior to his 2004 double release, Nelly released an album of remixes in 2003 based on his first two albums: Nellyville and Country Grammar. Although Brass Knuckles was released later than anticipated, it features many artists and is totally stacked with talent. Featured on the album were Rick Ross, LL Cool J, Snoop Dogg, T.I., Nate Dogg, Ciara, Jermaine Dupri, Pharrell, the St. Lunatics, Avery Storm, Gucci Mane, Fergie, and R. Kelly.

The album’s various versions have a total of five bonus tracks. Not counting the bonus tracks, there is just one track that does not have a featured guest musician: “One & Only.” The song is very inventive of his duet with Kelly Rowlands, “Dilemma,” a hit of his duet with Kelly Rowlands, “Dilemma,” an往 the clubs. The album contains what the album, “Warrior,” is the album. Included in the iTunes version of the album, “Warrior,” is the typical upbeat anthem Nelly track.

Best New Music Presents TV On The Radio

After the manic-brilliance of Return To Cookie Mountain, Brooklyn’s indie art-rock crew clean up their sound for the current and sonically more explosive Dear Science. The jams are densely-layered as usual, but with more focus and with an unexpected shine - all without losing their stylistic, art-house musicality.

“Halfway Home” sets the tone mixing disco-wop style pop vocals and melodies that explode all over this song and the rest of the album. Along with laser-like production, the album’s lyrics are inspiring, no matter how austere they may be. “The blood on the cascade/And the ashes you wade through/Got you calling/ God’s name in vain,” sings lead singer Tunde Adebimpe on the dance-y, horn heavy, “Crying.”

On the s t a d d o u t track “Danc- ing Choose,” double-time verses with an ascending, bright horns brings tension to the song until the big synth cho- ras resolves that tension and then el- evates it to the breaking point. Even with slick production, the most uplifting pop song on the album - “Golden Age” - lyrically sits uneasy with its ultimate message. While strug- gling through the clouds on this track, TV On The Radio don’t sound optimistic or rebellious but more uncertain of the impending future. Ky Ma- kone, multi-instrumentalist and dual-singer along with Adebimpe, has said that the song is about “utopia,” which in its ultimate definition means, “no place.”

The way Dear Science balances its pop aspirations and multi-layered melting-pot mix of styles, with a lyrical landscape of self-consion, along with laser-like production, and fear of the future, makes it an ever-engaging concoction. The captivating compositions with fascinating, albeit bleak, poetry soar in a dualistic nature that makes this album an almost instant classic.

Nelly released his Fifth album Brass Knuckles in September of this year.

The least serious song on the album is “Lit.” The song appears to be the weakest track on the album but if you don’t take it seriously it is one of the funniest. Nelly goes back to his roots and rejoins with the St. Lunatics to write a song about a girl calling out her boy- friend for potentially cheating by checking her MySpace amongst other things. It tells men what to do if they get caught or called out for cheating. In the end, the lyrics are actually quite funny as long as you aren’t looking at the song as a serious emotional track.

Debuting which version of the album to purchase because of the five potential bonus tracks spread amongst the multiple versions of the album? “War- rior” is debatably the best track on any version of the album. Included in the iTunes version of the album, “Warrior,” is the typical upbeat anthem Nelly track.

Best New Music Presents TV On The Radio

If you’re looking for the Nelly track, is the song a fun song that talks up Nelly and puts down the wannabes. He calls out the clubs. The song is very reflective of his duet with Kelly Rowlands, “Dilemma,” a hit of his duet with Kelly Rowlands, “Dilemma,” an

The song is very reflective of his duet with Kelly Rowlands, “Dilemma,” an...
Students Volunteer for Annual Big Event

"We had an amazing turnout this year. It looked great for our school as a community!"

ALLIE BRISCIONE
Big Event Co-Chair

Financial Outlook for our Future

"With the upcoming election at hand, it might be advantageous if we students got more involved these next few weeks in seeking ways to unite."

ATTENTION SENIORS - CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

HERE'S A CHANCE FOR YOU TO RECOGNIZE YOUR OUTSTANDING HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER!

THE MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY-ROBERTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION OUTSTANDING TEACHING AWARD

Nominations are open only to seniors

Deadline for nominations – Friday, December 12

If you have not already received a nomination form, please stop by the Dean’s Office in the School of Education

Please note - this award is not open to Monmouth University Professors

Please note - this award is not open to Monmouth University Professors

Please note - this award is not open to Monmouth University Professors
We want to know....

What do you think?

Starting October 13...

All students, faculty and employees will receive an email containing a link to the CAMPUS CLIMATE SURVEY.

Your participation can assist with improving the campus for everyone!

All surveys are anonymous.
The survey should take about 20 minutes to complete.

University Housing is Still Available!!!

The Office of Residential Life has housing available for full-time undergraduate students. We currently have openings on-campus for freshmen and sophomores. There is also limited space available in university sponsored housing off-campus (Pier Village, Diplomats and Fountain Gardens) for juniors and seniors. If you are interested in learning more, please contact Residential Life at 732-571-3465 or email us at Reslife@monmouth.edu
A well rounded education is more than just taking a class outside your major, in fact, one needs to leave the classroom to do so.

It is about doing something completely out of your element and viewing life from a completely new perspective. I wanted a change of scenery, pace, and an adventure, that is why I chose to study abroad. I still find it hard to believe that one year ago, I was smack dab in the middle of London, England.

While I was there I took on the attitude of “I am here for only five months, I need to take in as much culture as possible.”

Every week I went to a new museum, show, section of town, tried lots of new foods and spent each weekend in a different country. All the museums were free and with the help of Londonfreelist.com, I found great finds, like free shows at the Royal Academy of Music (it was right next to our school) or a taping of a popular BBC comedy “Not Going Out”.

For the first time in college, I felt like I was on my own and could do anything and I was solely responsible for my own actions. No one set a budget for me, planned and booked my trips, researched the areas or took my hand to lead me around.

Studying abroad gives a person the extra edge to do something that scares them and disrupts their daily behavior. This attitude is something people should have all the time, not just while they are on vacation or studying abroad.

Studying abroad really set me apart from other MU students and helped shape me into a stronger person.

College is about growing, changing to become a better person, not leaving as mature as you entered. Studying abroad helped me to discover the person who I truly want to be (as cheesy as it sounds).

While studying abroad, I completely fell in love with the Swiss Alps to ancient sites to see the Coliseum or Pantheon.

I visited 9 countries—Ireland, Switzerland, Belgium, Greece, Italy, Germany, France, Wales (more a province then a country) and obviously Britain.

Each country was a new experience, like skydiving, over the Swiss Alps to ancient sites to see like the Coliseum or Pantheon.

I met some interesting characters from all over the world. From a Canadian kid in Brussels who was traveling alone and had his passport stolen to an artist in London who hoped one day he would have enough money to get to America to visit Utah because he heard it was nice.

Transportation around Europe was so much cheaper and easier compared to the US. All of our flights were under $200, even if we only booked it a month in advance.

Sometimes the planes would have a few extra bumps then normal but that just added excitement to our experience.

One week, a group of my friends who had the same free weekend sat down and cruised the Ryanair website (the Southwest/ Jetblue of Europe).

While I was there I took on the attitude of “I am here for only five months, I need to take in as much culture as possible.”

One week, a group of my friends who had the same free weekend sat down and cruised the Ryanair website (the Southwest/ Jetblue of Europe). We saw a flight to Brussels was only a pence (about 2 cents) with 40 pounds in taxes (90 bucks) and before we knew it we were off to Brussels.

We were in the lobby of our hostel in Brussels and saw they were offering a day trip to Brugge, so we signed up.

 divorce my own.

London gave me the confidence to stand up for myself and be more assertive than I am in the states.

Instead of sitting around talking about something, I would go out and make sure it happened.

For the first time in college, I felt like I was on my own and could do anything and I was solely responsible for my own actions. No one set a budget for me, planned and booked my trips, researched the areas or took my hand to lead me around.

Studying abroad gives a person the extra edge to do something that scares them and disrupts their daily behavior. This attitude is something people should have all the time, not just while they are on vacation or studying abroad.

Studying abroad really set me apart from other MU students and helped shape me into a stronger person.

College is about growing, changing to become a better person, not leaving as mature as you entered. Studying abroad helped me to discover the person who I truly want to be (as cheesy as it sounds).

While it may be too late to sign up to study abroad for next semester, it is never too late to discover something new. Give it a try, the study abroad office located on the 3rd floor of the student center is always open and what do you really have to lose?

INTERESTED IN STUDYING ABROAD?

CHECK OUT THE STUDY ABROAD OFFICE LOCATED ON THE 3RD FLOOR OF THE STUDENT CENTER FOR MORE INFORMATION.

COUNTRIES AVAILABLE THROUGH MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY:

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
LONDON, ENGLAND
FLORENCE, ITALY
MADRID, SPAIN

Studying abroad gives a person the extra edge to do something that scares them and disrupts their daily behavior. This attitude is something people should have all the time, not just while they are on vacation or studying abroad.

Studying abroad really set me apart from other MU students and helped shape me into a stronger person.

College is about growing, changing to become a better person, not leaving as mature as you entered.

Studying abroad helped me to discover the person who I truly want to be (as cheesy as it sounds).

The only way people can fully grow is by challenging themselves, breaking away from the norm and trying something new.

While it may be too late to sign up to study abroad for next semester, it is never too late for the future to discover something new.

Give it a try, the study abroad office located on the 3rd floor of the student center is always open and what do you really have to lose?

INTRESTED IN STUDYING ABROAD?

CHECK OUT THE STUDY ABROAD OFFICE LOCATED ON THE 3RD FLOOR OF THE STUDENT CENTER FOR MORE INFORMATION.

COUNTRIES AVAILABLE THROUGH MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY:

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
LONDON, ENGLAND
FLORENCE, ITALY
MADRID, SPAIN

Leslie Weinberg, Dana Page, Aimee Savoth, and Erin Sullivan take some time out to capture a breathtaking kodak moment in front of the Parthenon in Athens, Greece.

Leslie Weinberg, Dana Page, Aimee Savoth, and Erin Sullivan take some time out to capture a breathtaking kodak moment in front of the Parthenon in Athens, Greece.

Leslie Weinberg stands in front of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, France.

Leslie Weinberg stands in front of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, France.

The lovely city was just one of the many countries she visited during her semester abroad.

Students who decide to study abroad in Europe can take a genuine gondola ride along the canals of Venice, Italy.
Get Your Sexy Smile On!

WhiterImage™
a smile design company

Premium Teeth Whitening With Virtually NO Sensitivity!

• Three Consecutive Whitening Sessions - $149
• Home Edition Maintenance Kit - $59
• White Expression TOGO Whitening Pen - $49

Planet Beach Contempo Spa
255 Rte 35 (Next to FedEx Kinkos)
Eatontown, NJ 07724
(732) 544-TANS (8267)

RIT
Rochester Institute of Technology

Graduate Study At RIT

Attend a Webinar on Graduate Study at RIT • October 21 at 7:00 p.m.

You Learn more about relationships, dating violence, and sexual assault at this one-man show.

The Man WHERE: Pollak Auditorium WHEN: October 21, 2008
Performance: 2:30pm

Contact us at: www.rit.edu/gradstudy/4 1-866-260-3950

Monmouth University's Student-Run Newspaper Since 1933

General Meetings:
MONDAYS @ 5:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.

YOU

Learn more about relationships, dating violence, and sexual assault at this one-man show.

WHERE: Pollak Auditorium

WHEN: October 21, 2008

Performance: 2:30pm

Sponsored by: Counseling and Psychological Services,
First Year at Monmouth, Student Services, Affirmative Action, Human Relations and Compliance, Educational Opportunity Fund, with the support of 180-Turning Lives Around

For special accommodations, please contact us prior to the program at 732-571-7517 or mucounseling@monmouth.edu

Rochester Institute of Technology

Graduate Study At RIT

Attend a Webinar on Graduate Study at RIT • October 21 at 7:00 p.m.

You Learn more about relationships, dating violence, and sexual assault at this one-man show.

WHERE: Pollak Auditorium

WHEN: October 21, 2008

Performance: 2:30pm

Sponsored by: Counseling and Psychological Services,
First Year at Monmouth, Student Services, Affirmative Action, Human Relations and Compliance, Educational Opportunity Fund, with the support of 180-Turning Lives Around

For special accommodations, please contact us prior to the program at 732-571-7517 or mucounseling@monmouth.edu
Continue Your Education

TCNJ offers graduate courses for professional development and personal growth in such fields as:

- Counseling
- Education
- Educational Leadership
- English
- Health and Exercise Science
- Nursing

Application Deadline for Spring Non-Matriculation is December 1.

Visit www.tcnj.edu/graduateprograms to apply.

---

HALLOWEEN EXPRESS

Check out our sidewalk sale every Saturday!

Exclusive Plaza
302 Route 9N
Marlboro, NJ
Formerly Marty’s Shoes

• Costumes • Masks
• Decorations • & More!

20% OFF
Playboy costumes & adult shoes!
Not valid with any other offer. Limit one per purchase. Expires 10/24/08.

10% OFF
Purchase of one costume
Not valid with any other offer. Limit one per purchase. Expires 10/24/08.

---

Tutoring Center

Upcoming Workshops

October

1st: Test Taking Strategies
2:30-3:30p.m.- Bey Hall #222

20th: Study & Leisure- A Delicate Balance
4:00-5:00p.m- Edison Science Hall #123

November

12th: Choosing A Major
3:00-4:00p.m.- Edison Science Hall #123

19th: Test Taking Strategies
2:30-3:30p.m.- Bey Hall #222

Please contact Barbara Rubert, Director of the Tutoring Center, at brubert@monmouth.edu or by calling 732-263-5721 to reserve your place.

---

The College of New Jersey

The College of New Jersey
PO Box 7718
Ewing, NJ 08628
409.771.2300
graduate@tcnj.edu

The Outlook
ANNOUNCEMENTS
October 15, 2008
ATTN: STUDENTS – NEED CASH
$10/hr + Benefits
Ocean office-flexible schedule - open 7 days
1-888-974-5627   TO57090408
Equal employment opportunity employer

BARTENDERS NEEDED NOW!
EARN $300 TO $500 PER NIGHT
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY - WILL TRAIN
Now hiring for establishments throughout Monmouth and Ocean Counties and the Jersey Shore Area.
Night Clubs, restaurants, hotels, tiki bars, sports bars, and more!
To Apply Now Call 732-345-9191
Make great income full or part time and have the best time doing it!
Professional Bartenders Association, LLC
Located at
80 Broad Street * Suite 6M * Red Bank * New Jersey * 07701

LA SCARPETTA
ITALIAN GRILL & PIZZERIA
732-229-7333
WE DELIVER
(Minimum delivery order $ 8.00)
Open 7 Days
167 Locust Avenue
West Long Branch
(Next to Cost Cutters)
Package Deals for Students and Faculty at Monmouth University College

How to Place an Ad in THE OUTLOOK:
1. Come to THE OUTLOOK of fi ce, located on the second floor of the Plangere Building and pick up a form.
2. Email THE OUTLOOK Ad Staff at:
   outlookads@monmouth.edu
3. Call or Fax THE OUTLOOK at:
   Phone: 732-571-3481
   Fax: 732-263-1898
October 15, 2008

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The outlook

The Outlook

RUTGERS GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OPEN HOUSE

The open house will feature panel presentations by admissions, financial aid and Career Services specialists. The mini-fair will include Rutgers graduate and professional school programs representing:

- Arts & Sciences
- Business
- Communications
- Education
- Engineering
- Human Resources
- Labor Relations
- Library Studies
- Mathematical Finance
- Psychology
- Pharmacy
- Planning & Public Policy
- Social Work

The Schedule of Events:
1. 30 Refreshments (sandwiches, soda & cookies)
2. 6:00 Panel presentations from specialists
3. 6:30 Rutgers Graduate & Professional School Mini-Fair

Tuesday, October 28th from 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. Busch Campus Center – Center Hall
(604 Bartholomew Road, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854)

Co-sponsored by Rutgers Graduate & Professional Admissions and Career Services. For more information, call 732-932-7997, or visit:

http://gradstudy.rutgers.edu/

Experiential Education Opportunities
Internships, Co-ops, & Service Learning

Listings Provided By
The Office of Service Learning and Community Programs & Cooperative Education

Perki Family Health Center - Nurses, Translators, Bilingual Social Workers
Provide services at the 6,000-volume clinic that serves anyone in need. Translators and Social Work students must be proficient in Spanish or Portuguese. Nurses do not need to be bilingual; however, it would be a plus. Approximately 4-6 hours per week required.
Contact Maria de Ward

Assistant - Memory Loss Program in Retirement Community
Assistant in an enrichment program that addresses the needs of senior citizens who require additional structure and meaningful activity due to memory loss. Programs include sensory stimulation, writing, journaling, music therapy, and art. Located in Towson, MD.
Contact Maria de Ward.

Graphic Design Intern
Handle freelance and in-class assignments for the Graphic Design program.

Co-sponsored by Rutgers Graduate & Professional Admissions and Career Services. For more information, call 732-932-7997, or visit:

http://gradstudy.rutgers.edu/

Rutgers Graduate & Professional School Open House
Tuesday, October 28th from 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. Busch Campus Center – Center Hall
(604 Bartholomew Road, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854)

The open house will feature panel presentations by admissions, financial aid and Career Services specialists. The mini-fair will include Rutgers graduate and professional school programs representing:

- Arts & Sciences
- Business
- Communications
- Education
- Engineering
- Human Resources
- Labor Relations
- Library Studies
- Mathematical Finance
- Psychology
- Pharmacy
- Planning & Public Policy
- Social Work

The Schedule of Events:
1. 30 Refreshments (sandwiches, soda & cookies)
2. 6:00 Panel presentations from specialists
3. 6:30 Rutgers Graduate & Professional School Mini-Fair

Tuesday, October 28th from 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. Busch Campus Center – Center Hall
(604 Bartholomew Road, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854)

Co-sponsored by Rutgers Graduate & Professional Admissions and Career Services. For more information, call 732-932-7997, or visit:

http://gradstudy.rutgers.edu/

Eden Hair Design Studio

Eden Hair Design Studio is a full service salon.
We offer: Facials, Massage, Manicures, LCN, Pedicures, Biosculpture, Eyelash Extensions, Cosmetic Application, Waxing, Brazilian Keratin Treatment and Hair Design (Color, Highlights, Lowlights and Corrective Color).

Come and experience our excellence, allow us to enhance your natural beauty.

Are you ready for a transformation?

(712) 531-1250

Medusa Hair Design Studio

Medusa Hair Design Studio is a full service salon.
We offer: Facials, Massage, Manicures, LCN, Pedicures, Biosculpture, Eyelash Extensions, Cosmetic Application, Waxing, Brazilian Keratin Treatment and Hair Design (Color, Highlights, Lowlights and Corrective Color).

Come and experience our excellence, allow us to enhance your natural beauty.

Are you ready for a transformation?

(712) 531-1250

Any Service

10% OFF

MEDUSA HAIR DESIGN STUDIO

For First Time Clients Only

Must Have Coupon to Receive Discount

Co-sponsored by Rutgers Graduate & Professional Admissions and Career Services. For more information, call 732-932-7997, or visit:

http://gradstudy.rutgers.edu/
What Were Your Reactions to the Political Debates?

COMPiled by: Sarah Alyse Jamieson

Maria freshman
“I do not like either of the candidates.”

Lyndsi freshman
“I prefer Obama.”

Josh senior
“I think that the candidates switched up on their views in the debate.”

Veronica senior
“The candidate performances have shown how important they feel the debates are to the public opinion.”

Joe junior
“The Democrats look better than the Republicans, at this point.”

Lauren junior
“As of now, I do not prefer one candidate over the other.”

Josh senior
“I think that the election will come down to who will make the biggest changes.”

Melissa freshman
“I think McCain has a better chance because of Palin, I feel.”

Max sophomore
“I feel that both of the candidates are evenly matched.”

Lauren Grad.
“I think that the candidates switched up on their views in the debate.”

Jessica freshman
“The candidate performances have shown how important they feel the debates are to the public opinion.”

COMPILED BY: SARAH ALYSE JAMIESON

GET INVOLVED IN CAMPUS ACTIVITIES!!

732-571-3586 • 2nd Floor, Rebecca Stafford Student Center • activities@monmouth.edu

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15

Disability Awareness Information Table • Student Center
Flamenco Dance Performance and Lessons (bring your own lunch) • 11:30 AM-12:30 PM • Anacon B
Alcohol Screening Day • 12:00-4:00 OM • Health Center
Pre-Professional Health Careers • 2:30 PM • Wilson Auditorium
Rob O’Reilly, Comedian • 9:00 PM • Underground
Debate Watch: Last Presidential Debate btw McCain & Obama • 8-45 PM • Student Center Cafeteria
Wear Silver to Show your Support for those with Disabilities • All Day

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16

East Village Opera Company • 8:00 PM • Pollak

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17

Leadership Conference • 3:50 PM • Anacon
Women’s Soccer vs. St. Francis (PA) • 3:00 PM • Great Lawn
Field Hockey vs. Robert Morris • 4:00 PM • So Sweet a Cat Field
Free Movie: Step Brothers • 7:00 PM & 11:00 PM • Underground
Ice Hawks vs. Penn State Brandywine • 8:00 PM • Wall Sports

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18

Eastern State Penitentiary Trip • Departs at 12:00 PM
Free Movie: Tropic Thunder • 7:00 PM & 11:00 PM • Underground

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 19

Field Hockey vs. St. Francis (PA) • 12:00 PM • So Sweet a Cat Field
Women’s Soccer vs. Robert Morris • 3:00 PM • Great Lawn
Billy Bragg • 7:00 PM • Pollak

MONDAY, OCTOBER 20

Robert Emmet Mueller Gallery Exhibit through 11/28 • Ice House Gallery

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21

You the Man • 2:30 OM • Pollak

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22

Panel: It’s about Ability- Not Disability • 2:30-4pm • Young Aud.
Karaoke Night • 8:00 PM • Underground
Dance Off • 10:00pm • Pollak

To have your campus-wide events included, send an e-mail to activities@monmouth.edu.
We do not list club or program meeting times in this schedule. •

Tropic Thunder won your vote and will be the FREE Movie Showing Sat., Oct. 18th!!

Also see Step Brothers playing for FREE Fri., Oct. 17th!

MOVIES ARE @ THE UNDERGROUND AT 7 PM & AGAIN AT 11 PM

Tropic Thunder
won your vote and will be the FREE Movie
Showing Sat., Oct. 18th!!

Also see Step Brothers playing for FREE Fri., Oct. 17th!

MOVIES ARE @ THE UNDERGROUND AT 7 PM & AGAIN AT 11 PM
Announcements

October 15, 2008

The Outlook

November 18

ON TOUR

ALI DIFRANCO

732-842-9000
99 Monmouth St.
Red Bank, NJ 07701

Broadway Pizzeria

602 Broadway Ave
Long Branch, NJ 07740

Tel: 732 870 2551

Parking In Back

Catering Available

1 Large 1 Topping $10.50 plus tax free delivery expires 10/15/08
2 Large Plain Pies $15.99 plus tax free delivery expires 10/15/08
2 Baked Pasta Dishes Only $14.99 plus tax free delivery expires 10/15/08
* Prices not inclusive Seafood Tinsels

MON-THURS. 11AM to 10PM
FRI - SAT........11AM to 11PM
SUNDAY 12PM to 9PM

OPEN 7 DAYS!

Alcohol Awareness Week
October 12-18th

BRING A FRIEND DAY
WORRIED ABOUT A FRIEND’S USE?
TUESDAY OCTOBER 14th

ALCOHOL SCREENING DAY
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 15th
• Brief Questionnaire
• Get information

12-4PM
Office of Substance Awareness
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL

SIGNS OF ALCOHOL POISONING
• Unconscious or semi-conscious
• Cold, pale, or bluish skin
• Vomiting or feeling ill
• Impaired coordination
• Irregular breathing
• Can’t be awakened easily

FACT: Chances of alcohol poisoning greatly increase when binge drinking is involved.
Binge drinking =
5 drinks for men
4 drinks for women

GOOD SAMARITAN POLICY WORKS!!!!
If you or someone you know is in need of medical attention contact Residential Life or MUPD. No substance abuse sanction will be given by the University for the caller and the subject.

OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE AWARENESS
(HEALTH CENTER)
732-263-5804
DELTA PHI EPSILON

The next home game is this Friday, October 17, 2008 at 9pm at the Wall Sports Arena. The Hawks will be taking on Penn State University, Brandywine campus, who leads the Delaware Valley Collegiate Hockey Conference (DVCHC) with a 4-0 record. With the Hawks conference record 2-0, this one is sure to be a thriller! Come out and support your Ice Hawks team this Friday!

If any parents are willing to be security for attendees and the purchasing of tickets, please respond to this email stating your availability. We look forward to a great game on Friday and to the continuing excitement of the Hawks 2008-2009 season. The Hawks would like to thank Mr. Joseph Siranni, who is the Lead Scheduler of the Hawks, for his very generous donation to the Hawks team this season. Thank you so much for your support!

Best regards,
John and Mike Berghman (The announcer dude for the Hawks)

OUTDOORS CLUB

The Outdoors Club started off the semester with a big splash, going white water rafting down the Lehigh Gorge on October 5th. We stayed close to home on Friday with a hike and Barbecue at Sandy Hook. For the Big Event we cleaned up Deal Lake and organized a scavenger hunt. With the help of Sigma Tau Gamma, we were able to make a big impact on the environment. The club will continue to work hard and raise money for breast cancer research. Thank you to everyone who contributed to this effort!

Are you interested in writing about current events here on campus, a CD or movie review, have an opinion to voice, or simply enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, are you interested in writing about current events here on campus, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures?

The Outlook, Monmouth University’s student-run newspaper, is located in Elmwood Hall. Rob uses raunchy humor which would appeal to a broad audience. We look forward to the students coming to this event and having a great time! Is there a better way to distress from midterms than laughing it away? This weekend we are taking a trip to the Eastern State Penitentiary, for a scary and amusing tour of the former maximum security prison. Next Wednesday the 22nd, there will be a karaoke night, also held in the Underground. If you like to sing karaoke and want to bring your friends, we encourage you to come and join in the fun! Also on the 22nd, from 2-4 in the Student Center will be decorate your own cakes. Bring some friends and creativity and get your sweet reward. There are only 9 spots left on the Disney trip, so stop by the info booth. For more information on any of the trips, email paul.n.mandal@gmail for more information on any of the trips, email paul.n.mandal@gmail or stop by the general meetings at 3:30 at the Upper Main Street.

Are you interested in writing about current events here on campus, a CD or movie review, have an opinion to voice, or simply enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures? Looking for a place to share all of your creative ideas? If you answered yes, or have any other ideas, enjoy writing or taking pictures?
Horoscopes

To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

♈ Aries • (Mar. 21 - April 19) - This week is a 6
Trying to figure out how to sort out your life? Wait till the weekend comes to figure out exactly what you want to do but while you’re sorting it all out, be careful not to push it all on everyone else.

♉ Taurus • (April 20 - May 20) - This week is a 7
You were worrying about the wrong thing? That’s okay; take some time to figure out how to deal with what you now see as the issues. You have plenty of ideas that will work, just figure out which one will work best!

♊ Gemini • (May 21 - June 21) - This week is a 6
Trying to figure out how to sort out your life? Wait till the weekend comes to figure out exactly what you want to do but while you’re sorting it all out, be careful not to push it all on everyone else.

♋ Cancer • (June 22 - July 22) - This week is a 7
Why is it you cannot figure out what you want? Well over the next few days you are finally figuring just that out but keep it to yourself until you’re 100 percent sure. You will figure it out. Just breathe.

♌ Leo • (July 23- Aug. 22) - This week is a 9
Smile! The fog is clearing and you can finally see the way. The best part of starting something is finishing it. Once you get that satisfaction you see a few options. Do not go down one path or the other until the end of the week when you know for sure what you want because, for once, it’s all about you!

♍ Virgo • (Aug 23 - Sept. 22) - This week is an 8
Virgos everywhere are going to cringe midweek this week because they cannot control everything. Look around you and see what the world is telling you! By Sunday you will finally understand.

♎ Libra • (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) - This week is a 10
You are stepping up, taking charge and paying close attention. It does not seem like a hassle and it is totally worth it. By this weekend you are the center of attention and you love every minute of it. Be social, have a blast, and the week will end better than you could have ever hoped for.

♏ Scorpio • (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) - This week is a 9
Things are definitely still going right for you. Work now and play all weekend. It’s tough to buckle down and get things done when everyone is out having fun but if you can get it done now, this weekend is the perfect time for you to shine.

♐ Sagittarius • (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) - This week is an 8
The week started off okay but now you are not sure what to do, where to go, or how to get moving. Relax! You have great ideas and are getting things done so take a step back. By the end of the weekend, you realize you have accomplished so much. Enjoy yourself!

♑ Capricorn • (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) - This week is a 6
Stressing out does not help. Have fun! The only way to make it out of life alive (yes out of life) is to enjoy yourself. Gather the troops and live! Do not let impending midterms get you down.

♒ Aquarius • (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) - This week is a 6
Feeling like some things are going perfect while other aspects of your life are crashing down? Well figure out why some things succeed and others are falling flat. Once you make that realization you can kick it in to high gear and bring everything up to that higher level. By this time you are done doing all of that, take a break. You may need it.

♓ Pisces • (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20) This week is an 8
Well, it happened. You decided you need a change. Take it one step at a time or else you are bound to fall. If you start changing the revolution will begin! Go out, have some fun, and get others excited about life. Your emotional wellbeing is as important as your scholastic and mental.

Horoscopes are strictly for entertainment purposes.

Crossword

ACROSS
1. Coward’s last name
2. All purpose
3. Ids
9. Oregon capital
14. Indian princes
15. Old car game
16. Worship
17. Squares
18. “The land of the free…”
19. Premiers makers
20. Stories in installments
22. Forum attire
24. Club fee
25. Of one’s mate
26. Bossy’sellow
28. Weaver’s need
34. Boat cushion
35. German playwright Toller
37. Flower holder
39. Agatha’s
temporary
40. Wet sprays
41. Lilly or Wallis
42. Canoeist sword
43. Max or Buddy
44. Engendered
45. Greek letter
46. All in one piece
48. Crystal gather
50. Asian holiday
51. Scamp
53. Peer Takeadze
55. Cash drawer
56. Neptune’s spear
59. Promotes heavily
60. “Maria”
63. Mariah Carey
65. "Jax, the Saskatchewan"
67. Franco apps
68. Bacon unit
69. Businessman, formerly
70. Allen, briefly
71. Flat-head male
6. Trivialize
7. Eerie author
8. Alphabetize
9. Ho Chi Minh
10. To a sickening degree
11. Destiny
12. Before, posturally
13. Gibson of “Harriet”
21. Say the singer
22. Mayberry boy
26. Fruit ice
27. Claim
28. Cigs
29. Part of a group
30. Italian journalist
31. Failled
32. Bottoms
33. Men and boys
36. Most exciting
37. Skirts
41. Most
42. Most
44. Tower-ringer
47. Pay more dates
49. Spring of corn
50. Price of golf
51. Cellars
54. Mrs. Rogers St.
57. Olympic skalar
Heiden

Solutions
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free concerts
for my students!
Call the Central Box Office
for more details
Bring a friend for only $5 each!
Thurs. 10/16
East Village Opera Company

@Pollak Theatre
www.monmouth.edu/arts 732.263.MUTX(6889)

Billy Bragg
w/the
Watson Twins
Sun. 10/19

Neil Berg’s
100 Years
of Broadway
Sun. 10/26

800 & Rotary
Ice House Gallery
Robert Emmett
Mueller
Fri. 10/24
Lecture
@ Wilson Hall Auditorium
6 - 7 PM

Wilson Auditorium
Poetry
Readings
Jan Beatty
Tues. 10/28
The Hawk offense was eager to get on the field and the offensive line came out in a bad mood pushing the defensive line back and providing great protection for Burke along with large holes for Sinisi. On first and ten from the Wagner 15, Sinisi got the carry and punched it into the end zone. After a Fred Weingart extra point good the game was all square at seven with just over three minutes to play in the first quarter. This time the defense came out and forced another three and out with no penalty on the punt giving the Hawks back the ball at their 28 yard line. After a nine play 23 yard drive that brought the game into the second quarter, the Hawks were forced to settle for a Jack Daniels punt, which gave the Seahawks the ball back at their 15 yard line. After two impressive runs by Ryan Middleton, Abbey dropped back and was picked off by Jon Solorz giving Monmouth the ball back at the Hawk 42 yard line. Burke and company then orchestrated a ten play 34 yard drive that resulted in a Weingart 42 yard field goal attempt that sailed through the uprights.

After a beautiful kick by Weingart, Jake Delvento had a costly kickoff that went out of bounds and gave Wagner great field position at the 40 yard line. The Seahawks, after turning the ball over on an interception their last drive, came out running the football as Middleton took five straight carries to start the drive. This brought the Seahawks to the Monmouth 16 yard line. Abbey took advantage of the opportunity for redemption with a beautiful touchdown pass to Tyrone Collins giving the home team the 14-10 advantage heading into halftime.

The decision to defer after winning the coin toss paid off as Monmouth on only four plays from scrimmage went 61 yards for a touchdown. Rushing the football once again proved beneficial to the Hawk defense. Sinisi ended the drive with a 32 yard touchdown gallop putting the Seahawks to the end zone by a score of 17-14. To their credit the Seahawks did not back down at any point during the game. After the defense gave up the lead yet again, the offense marched back down the field. On a ten play, 52 yard drive, Ortiz connected on a 34 yard field goal to even the score once again.

The teams then traded possessions with neither team enabled to muster a whole lot of offense. The game remained in a 17-17 stalemate going into the fourth quarter. Finally with just over ten minutes to go in the game the Monmouth offense broke through.

Through a balanced attack of Sinisi rushes and Burke passes the Hawks struck on a 16 yard scoring pass from Burke to tight end John Nalbone. After another successful Weingart extra point the Seahawks were ahead 24-17 with just over six minutes to go in the game. It was now up to the defense to hold the lead for the Blue and White and they got the job done and then some. On second and ten from the Wagner 41 yard line T.J. Cerino forced another Matt Abbey fumble and if you were wondering why I called Joe Valentri Mr. Johnny on the spot earlier it is because he not only recovered one loose ball but two as he jumped on the Seahawks fumble.

The Hawk offense then came out and it was more of the same from as Sinisi got the first carry and took the ball 22 yards to pay dirt. This was the last straw for the Seahawks defense and the Blue and White giving them a 14 point advantage with just over four minutes to play to the Seahawks failed to put anything together offensively for the rest of the game and theaway team could look forward to a pleasant trip home.

Monmouth will have their bye week this week and then will return to Kessler field for Homecoming on the 26th of October against Central Connecticut State.
The women’s soccer team took on Quinnipiac on Friday and Central Connecticut State on Sunday. Both games were won with a very strong lineup and are in the top five in the nation.

Unfortunately for the Hawks both of these games were on the field and the Hawks are 3-1-1 during the year.

Monmouth took on Quinnipiac on Friday with both teams coming in with winning streaks. Monmouth was coming in with winning both teams coming Quinnipiac on Friday and Censive stalemate while the Monmouth netted their first goal of the game 17 minutes into the half. The forwards were able to put the ball in from a corner kick by none other than the New York Jets, the offensive side of the ball. In the first half of the game Monmouth’s forward Joanna DeMoor scored two goals in a loss to CCSU.

The Blue and White’s first goal of the game was on its own goal from Quinnipiac’s player who knocked the ball into his own net for the second time this season. The ball in from a corner kick by none other than the New York Jets, the offensive side of the ball. In the first half of the game Monmouth’s forward Joanna DeMoor scored two goals in a loss to CCSU.

The Blue Devils’ first goal of the game was on its own goal from Quinnipiac’s player who knocked the ball into his own net for the second time this season. The ball in from a corner kick by none other than the New York Jets, the offensive side of the ball. In the first half of the game Monmouth’s forward Joanna DeMoor scored two goals in a loss to CCSU.

The Blue Devils’ first goal of the game was on its own goal from Quinnipiac’s player who knocked the ball into his own net for the second time this season. The ball in from a corner kick by none other than the New York Jets, the offensive side of the ball. In the first half of the game Monmouth’s forward Joanna DeMoor scored two goals in a loss to CCSU.

The Blue Devils’ first goal of the game was on its own goal from Quinnipiac’s player who knocked the ball into his own net for the second time this season. The ball in from a corner kick by none other than the New York Jets, the offensive side of the ball. In the first half of the game Monmouth’s forward Joanna DeMoor scored two goals in a loss to CCSU.

The Blue Devils’ first goal of the game was on its own goal from Quinnipiac’s player who knocked the ball into his own net for the second time this season. The ball in from a corner kick by none other than the New York Jets, the offensive side of the ball. In the first half of the game Monmouth’s forward Joanna DeMoor scored two goals in a loss to CCSU.

The Blue Devils’ first goal of the game was on its own goal from Quinnipiac’s player who knocked the ball into his own net for the second time this season. The ball in from a corner kick by none other than the New York Jets, the offensive side of the ball. In the first half of the game Monmouth’s forward Joanna DeMoor scored two goals in a loss to CCSU.

The Blue Devils’ first goal of the game was on its own goal from Quinnipiac’s player who knocked the ball into his own net for the second time this season. The ball in from a corner kick by none other than the New York Jets, the offensive side of the ball. In the first half of the game Monmouth’s forward Joanna DeMoor scored two goals in a loss to CCSU.
Monmouth, led by quarterback Brett Bruke, was the sole survivor in Staten Island, defeating Wagner 31 – 17.

Full Story on Page 30.